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Greeting Card Industry Sales, Stats and Basic Facts.

The average household will purchase 30 individual cards over the course of 12 months. Producing the printing
plates 4 The printing process in controlled digitally. Greeting Card Association 6. The sheets of paper to be
printed, about 20 x 35 in  A person's age and stage of life are major drivers of their propensity to purchase
greeting cards, with purchasing levels significantly higher in older consumers and those with families. Some
smaller greeting card companies specialize in the production of cards that appeal only to one or two specific
markets. The sheets are inserted into the die cutter and an apparatus that resembles a cookie cutter cuts them
apart in one stroke. The idea caught on and mass-produced Christmas cards were popular by the s. A plate is
run through a machine in which a computer is used to direct lasers to burn an image onto the metal plate.
When the proof receives the sign-off, mass-printing begins. In the United States, there are an estimated 3,
greeting card publishers which are offering units for sale each year. The evidence suggests that card
purchasing behavior is broadly stable across generations but with an increase in the number of cards purchased
by 18 to 34 year olds. It remains to be seen whether the new cybercard will affect over-the-counter sales of
paper greeting cards. Greeting Card Association. They may be obtained through any one of dozens of
websites, require no postage stamp , and may be sent in an instant. Finally, the folding machine operator
monitors the quality of the completed card. Research has pushed large greeting card companies to expand
traditional product lines and offer cards for pets, step-siblings, divorce, weight loss encouragement, company
lay-offs, and more. Related Posts:. These larger companies employ an in- house creative staff that includes
artists, graphic designers, photographers, writers, editors, and copywriters. The Wall Street Journal  Greeting
Card Association 3. He or she is able to now see the card completed and ready for sale; this person has the
prerogative to pull inferior cards poorly printed, badly cut or folded out of the line and jettison it. Cards are
often packed by hand and assembled with their envelopes in carton quantities of  The plates are now ready to
print. Far from it. Greeting cards are easily made at home using pen and paper or software sold by greeting
card and other companies. Hallmark Card. More cards are purchased in the U. The one variable which is
difficult to predict for the industry is the Millennial shopper. In the most modern printing facilities, plates are
created directly by exposure to lasers. The prototypes deemed most marketable are then moved into technical
production. Each household receives an average of 80 cards annually. When approved, all the specifications
for the approved cardâ€”everything from the illustration on the front to the verse inside to the UPC code and
price on the backâ€”are scanned or input onto a computer disk and sent to the printer. Greeting cards keep
people personally connected. The Egyptians used to send greetings to one another using papyrus scrolls.
History Some speculate that ancient Egyptians may have recorded greetings upon papyrus and sent them via
messenger to the intended parties, and it seems plausible that the ancient Greeks recorded sentimental verse on
scrolls, as well. The cards then air dry for approximately five to six days. National Public Radio  Online
greeting cards are a growing segment of the overall industry. Greeting cards, often printed in runs of , or more,
are often printed using sheet fed offset printing that permits the printer to print between 4,, sheets per hour.


